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Latch sytem with two assembly parts
An actuator housing assembly comprising an actuator housing having an opening therein, a movable actuator member received in the opening, the actuator
member having a front surface and a rear surface and
being digitally movable in said opening, and a hammer
extending from the rear surface of said movable actuator
member.
The actuator housing assembly has means adapted
to enable the attachment to and detachment from a bolt
mechanism assembly having complementary means
adapted to enable attachment and detachment.
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A bolt mechanism comprising a backing plate
adapted to be mounted on a complementary surface of
a flat panel, a bolt assembly housing attached to the backing plate, a sliding bolt assembly carried on the bolt assembly housing one end of which has means adapted to
engage and latch to a striker, a spring on said housing
for keeping the end of the bolt extending out of the bolt
assembly housing, the backing plate having means
adapted to enable attachment to and detachment from
an actuator housing assembly having complementary
means adapted to enable attachment and detachment.
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